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aim of Sense about Science is...

To equip the public to make
sense of science and
evidence
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What people ask about…
How we work…
Help me get to grips with it
• Should we worry?
• Can I get something from
scientists?
• Is it a scare story?
• Is it science?
• Who says it’s safe?

• Responsive
– Ongoing
– For the Record
• Making Sense of…
• Sense About…
• How Science works
• VoYS

How much do we know?
• What do scientists actually
know?
• What tests have been done?
• How sure are they?
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Balance of scientific
opinion
• Is it majority opinion?
• How are scientists split?
Legitimacy
• Is it a proper study?
• How can I tell?
• Have they talked to
scientists?
• What kind of study is it?
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For the Record…
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What is the public
demand for info about
peer review?
Over

250,000

copies of “I don’t know what to believe”
requested to date
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“… is essential to distinguish good science from flawed
science and mere conjecture.”
Dr Evan Harris MP

“Rarely a week passes without a ‘miracle heart drug’ or ‘heart scare’
headline ... can help people to read between the lines of newspaper
print.”
Jane Shepley, British Heart Foundation

“… explaining why papers in peer reviewed journals have scientific
credibility.”
Mary Draffin, National Autistic Society

“…so many so-called miracle cure stories flying about in the press…”
Jane Tadman, Arthritis Research Campaign
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Nickie Hallam has multiple sclerosis: “I wish I’d read something
like this 20 years ago. I may have saved angst, money and
possibly aggravating my condition.”
Dr Margaret McCartney, GP: “Hopefully this booklet will be a good
starting point for people who are keen to get better information about
recent health developments.”
Hazel Thornton, Patient Advocate: “This leaflet will give a real boost to confidence to anyone
trying to make sense of the health claims they find in the press and elsewhere. It will help them
bring a critical eye and a questioning mind to what they read and hear.”
Brian Cary: Most useful to try and get people to put
information into true perspective and understand that a
scientific approach is better than hearsay.
Dr Sunny Bains: “I think this is terrific. I've sent it to my friends and
family so they can pass it on to people they know who may be
considering such treatments.”
Terry has an autistic son: “The guide gives me an answer for when well-meaning
family members make compelling suggestions about the latest ‘cure’ they have
heard about in the media.”.
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Phases of clinical trials
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Information about individual trials can be found on www.controlled-trials.com
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How do I know what to believe?
There is no easy test of medical claims, but…
•…it is possible to build up a clearer picture of research and
evidence to put them in context.
•…it helps to be alert to the ways that evidence is distorted
by different reports and particularly by people promoting illfounded treatments.
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•…there are the questions about how reliable information is
that can be asked. (Have results been independently
researched and then repeated? Has there been a clinical
trial? Has it been published in a scientific journal? What is
26
the treatment licensed for?)

